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Over the last years I developed a drawing practice integrated with an interdisciplinary interest in-
between art, society, economics and health. 

My drawing practice responds to the conditionings of capitalistic society’s ideological dogmas, 
with the aim of emancipate my being as ‘individual subject’, by consciously embarking on a 
manual-kind practice. I make ‘living’ drawings that can be seen as maybe vegetal, animal, cellular 
accretions, mineral concretions/crystallisations or anyway growing natural forms; my creative 
subjectivity and authorship surrender to these forms that become autonomous from my will. A 
fundamental component of my practice it’s precisely this suspension of my inner self, that openly 
allows these structures to articulate, following vital strategies that are independent from me. 

My action is intended as an emancipatory re-enactment and overcome of a labour-like act, by 
manufacturing through repetitive gestures unexpected shapes. This sublimation process takes 
often the form of a subjective discipline affine to meditation. 
Within this discourse the drawing, a sort of “visual mantra”, is the becoming of a living force, who-
se strategies are autonomous from my will. 

Lately my practice is in the process of crossing the borders of my private meditative-like disci-
pline, confronting itself with the external world and with places charged with a strong spacial/
anthropological pre-existence. 
By temporary inhabiting the public space during my performances, I activate a personal, physical 
intimacy with spaces before perceived as unfamiliar or “irrelevant” - such as a transit space. My 
prolonged permanence in those sites creates a paradoxical overlap of public space and intimate 
sphere: on one level I privately transform the place for-myself, by the augmented perceptions of 
my working/drawing body; on another level my performing presence for-the-audience, together 
with the temporary traces of my action, the catchy drawing itself, publicly subvert the perception 
of the space.


